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Spinning the Wheels
of Change

FXBIS is a non-profit organization, focused to provide developmental assistance to
marginalized children, families, and communities in rural and urban India. FXBIS works to
reduce vulnerabilities in context of poverty, health, education and security. With the vision to
see an India in which children and communities lead self-reliant and empowered lives, FXBIS
aims to ensure that every child achieves her/his potential in a healthy, poverty free and
protective environment.
FXBIS works in the following four domains, which it believes, provides a dignified,
holistic environment to a child or adult towards an empowered future :

Improved Health Status
Improve access to quality health services,
drinking water and sanitation facilities
for the communities.

Livelihood Promotion
Improve living standards and economic
self- sufficiency of families through skill
training and livelihood opportunities.

Access to Quality Education
Improve access to quality education for
children and youth through financial
and tutorial support.

Protection and Safety
Preventing and reducing child abuse,
gender- based violence, human trafficking
and stigma and discrimination through
proactive and reactive mechanism.
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From the

CEO Desk
It is with immense pleasure and pride that I bring forth the
report highlighting the struggles and successes of FXBIS, as it
completes the ninth year of sustained interventions in
vulnerable and forgotten communities. Tucked away in remote
corners of our country, these communities ask for change –
change towards improved health, better education and
enhanced livelihoods. Hence it is only appropriate that while
working with them, we spin the wheel of change for them.
While the focus last year was on strengthening connectedness
among the intervention domains through integrated
development; in 2016-17, our mission also extended to
strengthening our corporate partnerships. Through these
meaningful partnerships, we have attempted to build entrepreneurial skills among the women and
men of the communities we engage with.
I have often wondered what happens when at a job, one feels and displays change from "my source of
daily income" to a "mission mode"? At FXBIS, I have seen it happen. I see my team catalyze change in
any sphere now because they have mentally absorbed this basic tenet. I congratulate all of those who
are on a mission mode to trigger the change and give hope to people, who have been excluded for
generations.
It is my pleasure to share the journey of FXBIS endeavours with all of you as we enter the tenth year
of operations. May the Universe bless us all for meteoric rises.
Thanking you.

Mamta Borgoyary
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HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE YEAR
This year marks the ninth year of completion for FXBIS in its journey of enabling
individuals and families to empower themselves and as a natural consequence,
strengthen communities across India. In these nine years, several programmes
were initiated and implemented with synchronized efforts of the HO, the program
leaders and our sincere and determined ground staff (field teams), who took up
tasks under each domain of health, livelihood, education and protection & safety
on a war footing, in order to achieve the FXBIS goals.
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The total number of indirect beneficiaries, i.e. those who experienced
improvements on account of their filial association with the
aforementioned summed to 4,13,192 people.
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1,03,298 individuals (direct beneficiaries) were assisted to lead selfreliant and empowered lives, of which 30,533 were women, 36,151
were men and 36,614 were children.
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New Collaborations
ü

FXBIS extended its partnership with 'Magic Bus', a non-governmental organization working with slum
children for knowledge and skill development. The NGO would mentor FXBIS children through
interactive games' sessions.

ü

FXBIS, in partnership with HDFC, has successfully launched an integrated rural development
programme (IRDP) in the Darrang district of Assam. Since launch in October 2016, the initiative has
benefitted 3785 people of which 757 were direct beneficiaries.

ü

FXBIS has collaborated with BitGiving, a prominent crowd sourcing platform. A donation portal has
been created for the same.

Recognitions & New Affiliations
ü

FXBIS Women Economic Empowerment Project was featured in Global South website launched at the
United Nation's Commission on Status of Women (CSW 61), AIWEFA parallel event entitled, 'A World
We Women Want: Economic Empowerment'. The website is a platform for global south network to work
together for a shared cause towards collective change and to look for solutions through introspection
and appropriate behaviour change.

ü

FXBIS CEO, Mamta Borgoyary was invitee of an International Visitor Leadership Programme (IVLP)
from the US department of State's premier professional exchange programme, in April 2016. The
programme discussed best practices in Gender-based violence.

ü

In Andhra Pradesh, State AIDS Control Society awarded FXBIS for its outstanding work in HIV/AIDS
control programme.

ü

FXBIS is now registered with Tata Institute of Social Sciences National Hub at Indian Institute of
Corporate Affairs under the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions, GOI.

ü

FXBIS is now registered with the Implementing Agencies Hub at Indian Institute pf Corporate Affairs
under the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, GOI.

Completed Projects
ü

With TSYS as the financial collaborator and Yuwa Parivartan as the technical partner, FXBIS
launched a three month vocational training course of computer science and stitching for 46 eager
learners from its Noida Slum Intervention area.

ü

The CAIRN India funded livelihoods programme in Amalapuram district of Andhra Pradesh came
to its successful conclusion in September 2016. Aimed at equipping rural women with a self-sustaining
source of liveliood skill, the project empowered around 170 women in diverse skills of mushroom
cultivation, incense stick making, brooms and sal leaf-plate making and tamarind value-addition.
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INTEGRATED
DEVELOPMENT
Poverty is a multidimensional fact that goes beyond its conventional understanding of
financial deficiency - the concept of "multidimensional poverty" therefore calls for integrated
counter actions.

In spite of the colossal economic growth of the country, poverty is still very prevalent in the hard-to-reach
areas of India. The overarching vision of FXBIS is the total improvement of the living standards of people
which logically encompass both their economic as well as social well-being. We strive to make our support
multi-faceted so that it is a comprehensive package offered to the communities. Enabling a sustainable
livelihood option, ensuring education and health, and providing safety and protection from any form of
exploitation become the undercurrent themes of all our interventions, which together form our approach of
an integrated (rural/urban) community development programme (ICDP).
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•

In partnership with the CSR wing of Whirlpool, our IRDP running in Sanyasikuppam village in
Pondicherry has reportedly improved the lives of 2371 people directly through various initiatives
under livelihood, health and education. 56 families were enrolled and tutored for skill enhancement
in the household kitchen garden programme. 1655 villagers benefitted through the health education
prgrammes, 72 children received supplementary nutrition and 63 women were taught the
importance of ANC, PNC and trained in breast-feeding. 101 elderly were given psychological and
counselling support.

•

Similarly in the HDFC supported IRDP project launched in October in Darrang disrict of Assam, 190
persons were enrolled and trained in various livelihood schemes of pisciculture, vermi-composting
and best farming practises besides forming 5 farmers' clubs.
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•

The ‘slum intervention' programme of Sector 16, Noida recorded a total beneficiary (women, men
and children) impact of 9940 persons. The initiatives were largely focussed on providing NFE
education to school drop-outs, life-skill mentoring for the adolescents, livelihood skill enhancement
courses for the youth and health and sanitation drives for the community as a whole.

Consonant with ICDP, FXBIS also runs a flagship programme - the FXBVillage programme. The three year
integrated intervention strategy is designed to target the links between health, economic poverty, education
and human rights. Each FXBVillage programme is customized to meet the needs specific to a community with
respect to its cultural, socio-political, economic and geographical framework.
Two such programmes are running in Nesal village in Tamil Nadu (district: Villupuram) and Bamon Leikai,
Ahallup, Kongpal and Uchekon villages in Manipur (district: East Imphal). Together, the two programmes
have impacted 30,635 persons of which 6,127 have been direct beneficiaries for year 2016-17.
The FXBVillage Nesal works closely with the local dalit community to mitigate the overall vulnerabilities in
respect of protection, education, health and livelihoods. For instance, member units for mushroom
cultivation, poultry, dairy activities and tailoring were formed; computer employment trainings and driving
training courses were launched. The total outreach recorded for medical camps were 2444 participants. 15
toilets were constructed in the village by the community people, technically aided and supported by our field
staff.
The FXBVillage programme in Imphal East works closely with HIV/AIDS affected families and children in
the themes mentioned above. 584 members were helped through the health camps and health related
trainings. A total of 50 women were made self-sufficient through revival of their traditional weaving
livelihood skill. In the field of education, 128 children were supported either through provision of annual
school fees and study material, or mainstreaming drop-outs back into the formal education system.
Ms Ngangbi, 36 years is a women from Lamlai, Imphal East district Manipur. She is a member of
Manikhombi Weaving SHG of FXBVillage program. Her husband cannot work due physical
weakness and a heart disorder. She had to take the whole burden for looking after her three
children and her ailing husband. FXB India Suraksha enrolled her family as a core beneficiary
household of FXBVillage program in January 2017. She is seen in the photograph weaving with the
materials provided by FXB Village program.
MsNganbi says “I felt life is full of trouble and misfortunes. The staff of FXBVillage program
has given me enough courage and spirit to live on my own. The opportunity for earning
income, which the FXB Village program has provided, brings my family the enthusiasm in
life. I hope and believe that my family will be in a good shape now onward. Thank you FXBIS
for the supports.”
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IMPROVED
HEALTH STATUS
Stimulating Health Seeking Behaviour through community driven Integrated
Healthcare Solutions
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Although started with focus on HIV-AIDS, FXBIS programme has expanded
its mandate to significantly decrease communicable and vector borne
diseases as well as infant, maternal and child mortality rates. Its
comprehensive healthcare agenda includes direct support in form of
supplementary nutrition, reproductive services, promoting effective and
low-cost water and sanitation techniques, creating demand for low-cost
toilets, psycho-social counselling. FXBIS organized regular health camps for
checkup, distribution of medicines and referrals for PLHIVs (People Living
with HIV/AIDS).
Apart from direct remedying interventions, through the intensive
Behavioral Change Communication (BCC) campaigns, FXBIS reached out to
children, families and communities about issues concerning health and
hygiene besides facilitating access to quality health services, clean water
and sanitation facilities.

3,13,850
Beneficiaries
in 2016-17
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INTERVENTIONS
& IMPACTS
•

FXBIS is the implementing partner of India HIV/AIDS Alliance's VIHAAN project in the six states of North
East India, Assam, Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh, Sikkim, Tripura and Meghalaya. The project scaled up
care and support as well as HIV/AIDS treatment services for PLHIVs – especially those of high-risk
groups, woman and children. The demonstrated achievement is an increased treatment adherence,
improved quality of life for around 19,160 people thus mitigating the impact of a HIV/AIDS epidemic in
India.

•

FXBIS Care & Support project in Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh, provided free medical services and
psycho-social counseling to 671 HIV/AIDS affected/ infected people. 82 infected families were given
supplementary nutritional support each month. 100% adherence to ART treatment was ensured by
regularly monitoring the effectiveness (CD4-counts).

•

The MSM Targeted Intervention project in Aizawal district, Mizoram that focuses on preventing the
spread of HIV/AIDS amongst homosexual men achieved an outreach of 1551 persons through
counseling. A total of 745 men from the 'high risk group' (HRG) were attended to this year.

•

Sponsored by AIDS ARK, the FXBIS Viral Load & Genotypic Resistance Testing in Imphal East, Manipur,
provided free viral load testing, referrals and psycho-social counseling to 75 people affected-infected by
HIV-AIDS.

•

In the Arghyam supported district of Ranchi, Jharkhand, FXBIS WASH (Water and Sanitation, Health)
awareness programmes on water borne, viral and communicable diseases were conducted throughout
the year besides workshops on personal hygiene and cleanliness. Throughout such outreach activities,
FXBIS reached out to 30309 people, of which 16264 were women.
A total of 1445 VO (Village Organization) meetings were held to ensure that messages on sanitation and
hygiene were reiterated repeatedly so that they become a part of the villagers' life routine. The 7 PWS
schemes strengthened through FXBIS ground staff initiatives, impacted 1025 villagers in accessing
clean drinking water.
Resource maps under the Water and Sanitation Programme were prepared for 5 villages, thereby
locating water body resources for all to be aware of.

“I thought the most unfortunate person and family in the world is me. After coming in contact with
FXBIS, I realized that there are lots many others who are in worse conditions than that of mine. I feel
satisfied in helping others like the way I was helped most specially on supporting them in livelihood
activities.”
Case study of Ms. Veena (name changed): Ms. Veena is a widow who has successfully struggled to live a
meaningful life of her own in spite of all the hardships and challenges in life endowed with HIV infection and
AIDS. His younger son fell ill soon after attaining the age of one year. Doctors examining the child suggested
for routine HIV testing. All family members - father, mother, daughter and son were referred to VCCT at
Jawaharlal Nehru Hospital, Imphal and unfortunately everyone was found to be HIV+. Her son, who is now
seven years, is on Anti Retro Viral Therapy (ARVT). since May 2006. Veena's husband, the only earning
member of the family, died in February 2008. Veena faced a depressed life beset with poverty and disease
besides the responsibility of raising two children.
Veena and her family were selected as one of the beneficiaries of FXBVillage Manipur in 2008. The
counselling sessions she was made to attend have fortified her mental and emotional health and given her
the necessary will power and thinking to start a new life for herself and her children. She was inducted as a
volunteer in 2010 in FXBVillage program activities, PVL testing program, and peer counseling.

09
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LIVELIHOOD
PROMOTION
Eliminating Poverty in Hard-to-reach Areas through Holistic Interventions
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The livelihood avenues are recharged using local resources and transference of
technology. FXBIS establishments provide competency-based training and
continuous skill development workshops, which are in line with the National
Skills Development Policy, in order to enhance their capacity to continue and
expand the business after the organization's exit.

16

1,5370 Men

Economic empowerment is the key to a self-reliant contented family - with this
goal, FXBIS focuses on reviving traditional livelihood opportunities with rural
people, especially with the self-help groups of women (the interventions
however are not exclusively women-centered). SHGs are made more skillful
through skill-enhancing training workshops, linked with cooperatives,
financial institutions and government schemes for micro-financing options,
and subsequent linkages with the market for products and services are
facilitated by FXBIS. The organization in its implementation strategy also link
these SHGs with the on-going programmes under Government of India's NSDC
(National Skill Development Corporation).
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INTERVENTIONS
& IMPACTS
•

FXBIS' incense sticks making, paper plate making, leaf plate making, tamarind grading and packing
units in Amalapuram in East Godavari district in Andhra Pradesh provided sustained livelihood for
around 170 women during the tenure of the project.

•

'Skill Building and Livelihood Promotion project' launched in 10 villages of Ri-Bhoi district in
Meghalaya and aimed at assisting local communities in establishing agro-allied enterprises such as
broom-making and bee keeping enabled around 350 women and youth to lead self-dependent
lives.

•

From the Namkum block of Jharkhand, 22 persons were trained in pisciculture, 18 in cattle rearing
and 35 people were engaged for skill training through IL&FS.

•

Weaving Self Help Groups with 50 women has been formed in FXBVillage III in Imphal East, Manipur.
The participants were given a thorough training and were provided with seed money through their
respective bank accounts. A showroom displaying the products has been opened and is run by the
women themselves. It has assisted them in ensuring good marketing of their products.

District Villupuram, State: Tamil Nadu, 2016: 27 years old Vinoth writes....
I live in Nesal village. I have completed schooling. I was a casual labourer working four to five days every
week. With the meagre income, I could barely be of support to my family. And then I was counselled in one of
the youth group meetings organized in my village by FXBIS that I need to specialize in a vocational skill, which
would equip me with skilled employment/enterprise. I was made aware of the four wheel driving training
course that interested me. I joined the 30 days training programme and obtained a driving license three
months later. I was very happy to find myself have gainful employment. Today I own taxi. My father supported
me with Rs. 30,000/- and I took a car loan and applied for approval for taxi from the government and
purchased Tata Indigo car. I am now the owner cum driver and earn Rs. 800 – Rs. 1000 per working day. I am
now supporting my family.

Sisilia Makri is a poor women living in a village called Pahambir. In addition to household domestic work,
Sisilia helps her husband in farming in their own fields. They earn an average of Rs. 3000-4000 per month,
including earnings of her husband through daily wage work during off seasons. Sisilia often finds it difficult
to manage households' expenses from their meager earnings and many a times she faced difficulty in
mobilizing school fees for her children.
Sisilia joined Suraksha Brooms making enterprise in March 2016. Today she makes about 30 to 40 brooms
per day in this unit and makes earnings of average Rs. 150 in the form of wages in addition to profits to be
shared at a later stage by the group. She found it a great help and alternative source of regular income
especially during off-season agriculture periods. Besides meeting the household essential needs and
paying the school fees, she says that she can also go for health check-ups for the family as and when
required. She is grateful to FXBIS for giving her this opportunity to earn. “Now I have got a work that is
regular, and most importantly I am able to earn staying in my village and working in the timings comfortable
to all our group”, she asserts. She further comments that her SHG existed since several years but it is now
that the group has gained momentum with FXBIS' facilitation.
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ACCESS TO
QUALITY EDUCATION
Investing in the Next Generation of Learners
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Though India has made significant progress in terms of enhancing
access to and participation in all levels of education, there remain
many persisting challenges relating to access and participation,
quality and equity in education, besides the system efficiency in our
country's educational set-up.
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Universal access to quality education, as key to effective and
sustainable social change, informs the education programmes of
FXBIS. The Suraksha Education Centers provide supplementary
support to children through non-formal education (NFE), improved
school infrastructure with basic amenities, a qualified tutor, safe
environment and financial aid. FXBIS Computer Literacy Centers bridges the digital divide by equipping
children and youth with access to and knowledge about modern technology. To prevent drop outs, FXBIS
connects families with relevant government education schemes and grants financial aid through the
'Suraksha Sponsorship Programme' to children in need. The outstanding performances of children at NFE
centers have led to the mainstreaming into the formal education system. FXBIS also stresses on empowering
women & girls through non-formal education programmes such as 'life skill workshops' and vocational
training courses.
12
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INTERVENTIONS
& IMPACTS
•

Through the SECs (Suraksha Education Centres) spread in activity areas across the country, FXBIS
ensures that maximum number of children are enrolled with mainstream education. Conducting NFE
classes for school drop-outs, providing with free study material as well as school fees, FXBIS envisions
to guarantee basic schooling to as many children within its capacity.

•

Partnership with 'Magic Bus' - 'Magic Bus' has an activity-based learning curriculum to change
attitudes and behaviour. Forty sessions are conducted each year, with each activity imparting a
critical life skill based around the themes of gender, health or education per se.

•

Through celebration of the International Books Day on 2nd April, the Suraksha Education Center
teams emphasized on the importance of book reading among its children 3900 children of all the 13
operational Centers. Most of these Centers have a functional library, which carries the important
message of book reading throughout the year.

•

80 young individuals were benefitted through the Youth Empowerment Center and Library run by
FXBIS at Kodeli Village of Vishakhapatnam district. The Center serves as a platform for the youth to
study/ read and exchange views.

•

45 children from PLHA affected families in Manipur and Andhra Pradesh were supported financially
(payment of school fees) as well as the education material was provided for them to continue
schooling.

Amir (name changed) lived and worked as rag-picker at the Jaipur railway station along with his step
parents and siblings. Amir's biological father left his mother when he was 3 years old after which she
remarried. Later after her death, his step father too remarried. Amir is the eldest among his six siblings.
When Amir's mother was alive he was admitted to a hostel, where he stayed for about 8 years completing his
Class 12 examinations. His step-father withdrew Amir from the hostel and brought him back to the station
to work with him. For some time, he began smoking tobacco, marijuana and inhaling addictive solutions.
Amir accidentally got in touch with the other platform children who told him about FXBIS. Since then he has
been coming to FXBIS Centre regularly. During his initial visits to the Centre, he was addicted to almost all
substances; however in the course of his regular interactions with the staff and support given by peers at the
Centre, he succeeded in quitting intake of solutions (tube) and 'ganja'. He still smokes and chews tobacco
but has reduced the consumption. Amir has shown interest in learning English, dancing and indoor games,
with carrom being his favourite. He participated in daily activities at the Centre such as drawing and
painting. Amir has now been admitted to a Shelter home, where he is learning tailoring. He has begun
earning around 3500/- every month. Amir is also preparing for his higher education.

13
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PROTECTION
& SAFETY
Creating a secure environment for women, children and youth.
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FXB India Suraksha recognizes security as a right and not a luxury that
om
en
can or cannot be afforded. An integral part of all FXBIS programmes is to
prevent and reduce all forms of violence and exploitation against
13,1750
children and women within its intervention geography. The envisioned
Beneficiaries
impact of the FXBIS Child Rights and Protection Strategy is a safe, secure
in 2016-17
and protective environment for children and women living in vulnerable
communities. Reducing the incidences of human trafficking, child
labour, child sexual abuse, commercial sexual exploitation, gender
based violence etc. has been the prime focus under the domain.
FXBIS aims at creating a safe environment for children and women by
focusing on the 3 P paradigms i.e Prevention, Protection and Prosecution. Rescue, Restoration, Rehabilitation
and Re-integration of victims of crime especially child sexual abuse and human trafficking runs parallel. Apart
from this, FXBIS works extensively on the prevention by building capacities of government officials, judiciary
and other stakeholders, organizing community and school awareness programmes with women folks,
community leaders, religious groups, children, adolescents and youth, converging with different government
departments, providing counseling services and linking community with different government schemes.
14
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INTERVENTIONS
& IMPACTS
•

The FXB India Suraksha Railway Children Programme in Jaipur, provided safe haven to 508 children
at its day care centre this year, of which 120 were girls and 338 were boys. Besides allowing the
children to rest, wash-up, participate in recreational activities, the day-care center provides
educational support, support in improving health status, life skill training and psycho-social support.
15 children were counselled on drug de-addiction through peer counseling sessions on substance
abuse.

•

The FXBIS Jaipur also successfully reintegrated three children who were found missing at the Jaipur
Railway Station with their respective families this year.

•

FXB India Suraksha is running CHILDLINE 1098, a 24x7 child helpline service, an initiative of the
Ministry of Women and Child Development, Government of India in Gautambudh Nagar, Uttar
Pradesh. FXBIS CHILDLINE received 679 calls this year out of which 584 children were provided
with direct assistance. Moreover, CHILDLINE through its various outreach and awareness
programmes reached out to around 5000 people including children and general public. In Noida,
CHILDLINE is working in close coordination with the District administration, Police Department,
Education Department, Labour Department, Child Welfare Committee and District child protection
Unit to ensure child protection in the district.

•

FXBIS Mukti project, an anti child trafficking from commercial sexual exploitation project, is
implemented in two districts of Manipur namely Imphal and Ukhrul. This year, FXBIS reached out to
around 5000 children and adolescents, around 1000 community people and around 500
stakeholders, journalists, judiciary and government officials through various school awareness,
community awareness and training programmes. Adolescents are one of the main focus group under
the project and hence many efforts are taken in empowering them. With an aim of creating peer
leaders among them 4 adolescent clubs were created in different schools while 34 adolescent
girls were selected for a Residential training programme in Ukhrul this year.

8 years old Neha (name changed) was brought to Noida by a lady who belonged to her village in Manipur
persuading her parents that it would be a company to their little daughter. The lady also gave Rs. 2000 to the
child's parents before bringing the child to her house in Noida. The child was not only made to babysit the
lady's daughter but was also made to do all the household chores. She was punished for every little mistake
and was beaten up on many occasions. However, in the month of August 2016, Neha was brutally beaten up
by her employer when their child accidently fell down off the stairs. Due to this, she escaped the house of the
employers. She was then found by a man on the streets who then sought help from CHILDLINE. Accordingly,
CHILDLINE intervened in the case and provided required support to the child. In this matter, an FIR was
registered against the lady in Noida. Presently, the child is living with her parents in Manipur.

15
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MONITORING
& EVALUATION
RESEARCH & ADVOCACY

All well-intentioned thoughts are rendered futile if they
do not translate into result-oriented approach and
achieve the results. Recognizing this, FXBIS has put in
place a robust monitoring and evaluation system that
ensures timely management and completion of
programmes as well as transparency in the delivery.
Our Monitoring and Evaluation involves
calculated planning and regular tracking
of progress to ensure informed decision
making on the programme components
and allocation / reallocation of resources
across our projects.
16
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The Research wing at FXBIS undertakes primary research to enhance its own knowledge base within its
domains of expertise. Simultaneously the objective is also to inform the public domain of best practices and
other strategies to improve the lives of vulnerable communities and children. Strong research partnerships
with the Indian academia. Government organizations, UN bodies and Ivy League Universities have led FXBIS
to improve programme strategies and objectives and identify new issues requiring intervention.
•

FXBIS joined the RISE Learning Network - a global platform for promotion of learning on recovery and
(re)-integration for children and adolescents affected by sexual exploitation. RISE supports the
learning activities in three focus regions, namely Latin America & the Caribbean, sub-Saharan
Africa and South & Central Asia. After joining this global platform, FXBIS in 2016 shared the internal
researches conducted at two shelter homes based in NOIDA, to elicit the views and concerns of children
and key informants about the after-care processes as well as policies that are in practice for rescued
trafficked victims.

•

FXBIS hosted a webinar with RISE on India's approach to child recovery and reintegration, which was
attended by the global learning partners of RISE from all the three focus regions.

•

With an effort towards improving people's quality of life by developing knowledge on local conditions to
customize programme activities and provide an information base for FXBIS anti- human trafficking
activities, the organisation took a step forward by utilizing Akvo FLOW for improved information
collection as well as dissemination through online mobile based research technology in Manipur.

•

FXBIS under the banner of National Coalition to protect our children (an initiative led by Mr Rajeev
Chandrasekhar, Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha to help the government frame a policy that will
ensure safety and well-being of children) submitted detailed suggestion with recommendation on
Draft India Trafficking in Person (Prevention) Bill, 2016 to Ministry of Woman and Child
development, Government of India.

•

FXBIS research unit, in collaboration with OPC Corporation, completed a primary data collection
survey on violence against women and trafficking in women and children In India. With an effort
towards improving people's quality of life by developing knowledge on local conditions to customize
programme activities and provide an information base for FXBIS anti- human trafficking activities, the
organisation took a step forward by utilizing Akvo FLOW for improved information collection as well as
dissemination through online mobile based research technology in Manipur.

•

Harvard FXB Center for Health and Human Rights and FXBIS jointly conducted a research and brought
out a comprehensive report on the Indian government's efforts to rescue and reintegrate trafficked
children into families and communities. In the series of sharing the findings of the research, which was
conducted in the source state of Bihar, the transit state of Delhi and the destination state of Rajasthan,
dissemination seminars were organized at New Delhi, Patna, and Jaipur to share the findings of the
report. The report was titled “Is This Protection? Analyzing India's Approach to the Rescue and
Reintegration of Children Trafficked for Labor Exploitation”. The report is relevant in the fact that it
reveals startling inconsistency between existing the policy and legal commitments vis-à-vis the ground
realities.
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FINANCIALS
BALANCE SHEET
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STATEMENT OF INCOME

RECEIPT & PAYMENT ACCOUNT
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OUR DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERS
GOVERNMENT ALLIANCES

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

Swachh Bharat Mission-Gramin

Pondicherry Institute of Medical Sciences

Ministry of Drinking Water & Sanitation

Gruhini Enterprises

State Water & Sanitation Mission, Jharkhand

Jai Mahal Palace

Dist. Water & Sanitation Mission, Ranchi, Jharkhand

Sai Kripa

Jharkhand State Cooperative Fisheries Federation Ltd

The Global Compact

Jharkhand State Watershed Mission

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

Jharkhand State Livelihood Mission Society

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

Ministry of Women and Child Development

Japan International Cooperation Agency

Budh Nagar District and Police Administration, Uttar Pradesh

Manipur Network of Positive People

Manipur State Commission for Protection of Child Rights

Assam Network of Positive

Regional Institute of Medical Sciences, Imphal
Department of Social Welfare, Imphal
District Rural Development Authority, Government of Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu Women Development Cooperation, Govt. of Tamil Nadu
King George Govt. Hospital
National Commission for Protection of Child Rights
Andhra Pradesh State AIDS Control Society

Meghalaya Network of Positive People
Positive women network of Mizoram
Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition
Shield for Humanity
India HIV AIDS Alliance
Childline India Foundation

Assam State AIDS Control Society
Sikkim State AIDS Control Society
Tripura State AIDS Control Society
Arunachal Pradesh State AIDS Control Society
Meghalaya State AIDS Control Society
Mizoram State AIDS Control Society
Manipur State AIDS Control Society

KNOWLEDGE PARTNERS
Harvard School of Public Health
Pondicherry University
IL & FS
National Institute of Information Technology (NIIT)

MAJOR DONORS
Fonds Pour Eux
AIDS ARK
ECPAT Luxembourg
MAC AIDS
Arghyam Foundation
UNODC
Trafigura Foundation
FXB USA
FXB France
Areva Corporate Foundation
AIR France

CSR PARTNERS
HDFC Bank Limited
Cairn India Limited
Whirlpool of India Limited
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FXBIS MANAGEMENT
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Suchitta Koley,

Dr. A.K. Susheela,

Amal Dhru,

Chairman

Director

Director

Provides his expertise to
government and non
govt. authorities as
Company Secretary. He
is on the panel of the
Arbitrators in the Indian
council of Arbitration
and is also a visiting
faculty for 'corporate
laws' at the Indian Law
Institute, New Delhi
amongst many others

She is a recipient of
Ranbaxy Research
Foundation prize for her
outstanding
contributions in the field
of Fluorosis research.
She has held a number
of prestigious positions
at the AIIMS, before she
moved out to nurture
Fluorosis Research and
Rural Development
Foundation.

With a vast experience
in Financial
Management he is
running his own firms.
He has also served as
the Director of State
Bank of Saurashtra. He
has written extensively
on financial and
management related
subjects.

Salil Kumar,
Director

A Chartered accountant by
qualification, he has more
than 18 years of experience
in development sector.
Among many other, he has
served as Manager- India
Operation of GAIN- Global
Alliance for Improved
Nutrition. His interests
include impact investing and
social entrepreneurship,
designing and implementing
interventions that help in
organizational
development.
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OUR TEAM
Committed and Connected for the Cause....

State Offices
Andhra Pradesh
Ground floor
# 50-40-19, TPT Colony,
Seethammadhara,
Visakhapatnam -530013
Tel: (0891) 2723500
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Assam
House No. 47,
Bye Lane- 3
Shreenagar,
Guwahati -781005

Jharkhand
C-8, Central Ashoka
(Opp. Ashok Nagar,
Road No.3) PS-Argora,
Ranchi-834002

Manipur
Chingamakhong
Chongtham Leikai,
Beside Shiva Oil Mill
(adjacent Super Market),
Singjamei,
Imphal-795008
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OUR OFFICES
Secretariat
New Delhi
FXB India Suraksha
D- 60, Second Floor, Kalkaji,
New Delhi - 110019
Tel: (011) 49 2033 50
fxbindia@fxbsuraksha.org
www.fxbsuraksha.in

Mizoram
Third floor,
Bazar Bungkawn,
Dawrpui West,
Aizwal-796001
Tel: (0389) 2312507

Pondicherry/Tamil Nadu
No. 1/207, First floor,
Main Road,
Kazhupperumpakkam,
Vanur Taluk, Villupuram,
Tamilnadu — 605014
Tel: (0413) 3291040

Rajasthan
D-6, first floor,
Kalwar Scheme,
Near Gopalwari,
Railway Bridge,
Jaipur-302002
Tel: (0141) 4012822

Uttar Pradesh
B-35, First floor,
Sector-16,
Noida - 201301
Tel: -(0120) 2511377
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"FXB targets the
Forgotten issues of
Forgotten people in
Forgotten places"
- Albina du Boisrouvray
FXB founder and president emerita
Francois-Xavier Bagnoud (FXB)
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